PROTEC² CLIQ™
The ultimate in professional, high-level security solutions
Secure every lock, key and access anytime, anywhere.

PROTEC CLIQ answers every question that the challenges of modern global security ask. Providing situational awareness to improve your security with a system that combines the best of Abloy’s mechanical and electromechanical technology, in a digital solution. Able to manage and track all your keys, personnel access rights and movement from a central location. The convenience of remote control and high-level security throughout your business anytime and from anywhere.
For trust in professional solutions

PROTEC² CLIQ is designed for high level security across all commercial buildings and industrial environments including critical infrastructure such as:

- **WATER AND ENERGY**
- **EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES AND PUBLIC PREMISES**
- **TELECOM OPERATORS**
- **LOGISTICS**
- **HOSPITALS**
- **PRODUCTION FACILITIES**
- **FACILITY MANAGEMENT**
The CLIQ electronic key is also able to open both ABLOY mechanical and CLIQ electronic locks, so there is no need to change your entire system to electronic. Padlocks, door cylinders, cam and cabinet locks and key deposits are available as ATEX approved system.

**Mechanical or electronic security and access from one key**

**CLIQ™ Web Manager**

Web Manager for optimised efficiency

A convenient remote control centre for all your keys and access rights

The browser based CLIQ Web Manager adds remote control capability and transparency of all your key movement and access rights management. Available as a Software as a Service option (SaaS). A convenient option with all updates, support and service levels taken care of according to agreed service levels (SLA’s).

**How it works**

1. The user updates the changes the administrator has made using the CLIQ Connect app or through a wall or mobile programming device.
2. After updating the access rights, the user has access to only the validated area during the specified time.
3. At the same time the updates are made, the access information is transferred to the system.
CLIQ™ Connect
Wireless key updates from anywhere, anytime

CLIQ Connect adds the convenience of a smartphone solution with access rights updatable wirelessly, anywhere at any time via a mobile app and Bluetooth CLIQ Connect key.

They can also be updated on site via a wall PD or separate mobile PD. There is also a new PIN validation feature configured with the CLIQ Web manager for the CLIQ Connect app. It’s available for mobile workforces and maintenance crews yet still retaining high level security – even in areas with no network connection.

Smartphones with a built-in fingerprint reader can also be used once compatibility has been checked with your ABLOY representative. CLIQ Connect also works with both iOS and Android systems.

ABLOY® OS
A visual overview of your security system

ABLOY OS helps you manage your operation’s daily security, access rights and control with clarity and simplicity.

It provides:
• A visual situational overview
• Easy access management
• Extended reporting with full audit trails

You can manage your keys, locks, and access rights on-the-go and remotely from a single interface.

Available only in selected countries.
The widest range of durable door cylinders, locks and padlocks

PROTEC² CLIQ works with all ABLOY’s durable door cylinders, locks and padlocks. They are proven and tested in the harshest conditions. Keeping the dust, extreme weather and any unregistered guests out.

Wire-free and easy to integrate

Pre-programmed and wire-free components greatly reduce costs when new locks and locations can easily be added to the system. The web services interface also supports convenient integration with your other applications.

Award winning globally acclaimed technology

PROTEC² CLIQ and CLIQ Connect have won numerous international security and access control awards since 2011.
The operational excellence of PROTEC² CLIQ

One key logistics — no more travel to central locations for key hand out / hand in.

Reduced risk of lost keys — lost keys can simply have their rights deleted.

Reduced aborted site visits — no more jammed locks or wrong key issues.

Wire-free remote management — wire-free mobile programming device and Bluetooth technology save time and costs.

Complete audit trail — tracks the exact key access time of subcontractors on site.

Reduced downtime — quick site access in case of an incident.

Investing in the future — easy to add new keys and locks and to upgrade the system.

Quick deployment and use — the keys are instantly programmable with the web manager, wire-free PD’s and CLIQ Connect mobile solution.

Integrable and encrypted system — integrable with other systems through the Web Services interface with strongly encrypted data transfer.

Increased safety — only the registered key holders can access restricted areas at the given time.
ABLOY offers security and locking innovations dedicated to creating more trust in the world. Combining digital and mechanical expertise, Abloy Oy develops industry-leading security solutions that protect people, property and business. Abloy is part of the ASSA ABLOY Group, the global leader in access solutions. Every day, we help billions of people experience a more open world.
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